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I. INTRODUCTION 

This experiment is a repeat of an earlier experiment,1 but with more sensi
tive apparatus and in a location with a higher incidence of thunderstorm activity. 
The experiment of Ref. {1} was undertaken by Ashby and Whitehead (AW) to 
investigate the theory that ball lightning might be associated with the annihilation 
of small amounts of antimatter, and it yielded some very interesting but incon
clusive results. In the course of about 12 months of data taking, four high rate 
bursts of gamma radiation were detected.3 These events lasted a few seconds and 
had many thousands of counts (16S00, 5000, 3700, and > 7700). Unfortunately, 
the association of these gamma ray bursts with thunderstorms or ball lightning 
was not clearly established, altLough one of the bursts did occur during a local 
thunderstorm in rough coincidence with a lightning bolt striking n flagpole1 about 
100 yards from the gamma ray detection crystals. A pulse height spectrum taken 
for this burst (no spectrum was taken for the other three) exhibited a significant 
peak, well above background, the energy of which appeared to be compatible with 
the 511 keV positron annihilation line. While the peak could not be unambigu
ously attributed to positron annihilation, this certainly appeared to be the most 
likely source. 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515-
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One presumes that these gamma events, should their exigence be confirmed. 
would be dear evidence for some kind of nuclear interaction- Oil Ibis point, it is 
interesting to note that there is some independent evidence of nuclear activity as
sociated writb the lightning discharge.4 Of 11,200 lightning-triggered events, excess 
neutrons (i.e., > 2) were observed for 324 triggers, or 2.9 %of the triggers. This is 
to be compared to a measured excess neutron background rate of 1.256 (101/8400). 
Moreover, tbe excess m lightning-triggered events over background in the multiple 
neutron category (> 3 neutrons} is far beyond any reasonable statistical fluctua
tion. It is conceivable that the gamma radiation of Jtef. {]} and the neutions of 
Ret (4) could derive from the same physical process. Thai being said, however. 
the physics that could lead to sucb bursts of 513 keV gamma rays (and/or neu
trons) remains unexplained. With lesjtect to the gamma burst?. AW concluded1 

that, due to the short time duration of the bursts (a few seconds) their events were 
inconsistent with the (nuclear) ball lightning theory of Altschuler tt a/.5 Based 
upon tbe results of subsequent (unpublished) data.3 AW concluded from the lack 
of other nuclear radiation that their antimatter anniiiilaiicn theory was not the 
correct explanation either. Cosmic radiation, another possible source, is ruled out 
by the deration of tbe bursts of activity and the number of gamma rays; actually 
detected in these bursts.6 

From the above discussion, it is clear that confirmation of the AW gamma 
events would be most interesting. An important additional motivation for per
forming the present experiment was to investigate the hypothesis thai ball light-
ning might be comprised of a magnetic monopole plasma pioduced by tbe lightning 
discharge.7 One component in the signature of this plasma would be bursts of a 
large number of annihilation (511 keV) gamma rays, as appear to have been de
tected in the AW experiment. In this theory, one would also expect the release of 
neutrons by ball lightning and the presence of an oscillating magnetic field. But 
the latter would be much more difficult to detect. 
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In Ref.(7), the basic physics thai would lead to the production of 511 fceV 
gamma rays (and indirectly, some neutrons) would be monopole catalyzed nucleon 
decay e.g., 

p + r n - * e ' + - f m + nir, 

where the (decaying) proton p would be locally available in the nuclei of the air 
molecules, and n indicates an unspecified number of pions, probably two or three. 
There would also be an equivalent reaction involving neutron decays. The en
ergy released by a nucleon decaying inside a nucleus {e.g.. N or 0} would tend to 
fracture the parent nucleus, ejecting a variety of low Z daugliirr products, includ
ing neutrons. As is the case in catalysis reactions, one note* that the monopole 
survives on the right hand side of the above equation, thus remaining available 
to trigger subsequent nudeon decays. The energetic (a few hundred MeV. say) 
e + and gammas (from «* —• 2-)) would generate elect romagneiic showers in the 
atmosphere. The e + in these showers would come to rest, subsequently annihi
lating with atmospheric electrons, yielding the 511 keV gamma radiation. In an 
attempt to quantify the experimental ramifications of this hypoi Iiesis. a number of 
EGS calculations' were made to estimate the range of deled ability of the 51 ] keV 
signature. A result of one of these calculations is given in Fig. I. 

n . EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The apparatus for this experiment was installed in K1VA II at the Langmuir 
Laboratory for Atmospheric Research. This KIVA is a buried Faraday cage lo
cated at an elevation of 32SQ rn at the top of South Baldy Peak in the Magdelena 
Mountains of the Cibola National Forest. At this location, the mean incidence of 
thunderstorms is ~ 50/summer. 

The electric power feeding this KIVA goes through a 7 KVA isolating trans
former. The electronics racks in the KIVA are then fed through a second isolat
ing transformer. After the second isolation transformer, tli«* f»c power then went 
through a UPS followed by a Waber surge protector. The rark6 themselves, as well 
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as dl of the experimental apparatus, were electrically insulated from ihe interior 
of tbe KIVA Faraday cage. 

Two large NaI{Tf) crystals {of .hexagonal cross section. -5 inches face-to-face 
and 16^ inches Jong, each hermetically sealed in a 0.02 inch stainless steel can)9 

were used as gamma ray detectors. The crystal assemblies were mounted inside 
aii aluminum "top hat" that was installed over a porthole in the roof of the KIVA 
as an integral part of tfae Faraday cage. The top hai was 6 feet high. IS inches in 
diameter, and 0.09 inches thick. Thus, the gamma delenor* were above ground 
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level and bad an nnimpeded 360* exterior "view," Since the .09 inch thickness 
aluminum of the top hat comprises 2.5% of a radiation length, it caused no serious 
degradation of the gamma ray detection capability. In the course of the experiment, 
two triggered lightning discharges actually struck the KIVA about 3 meter* from 
the top hat. 1 0 The fact that there were no anomalous electrical or electronic glitches 
associated with these discharges is a dear demonstration of the efficacy of the 
electrical shielding and filtering. It should also be mentioned here that the only 
power outages due to Hghtnmg were of start duration (one or two seconds). The 
UPS, which senses the toss of ac power in a fraction a cycle, kicked in (as advertised) 
and there was no impact either on the electronic apparatus or on the computer; 
data taking was continuous during all storms. 

Each Nal crystal was viewed by a 2 inch photomuhipner i ube. The PMT signal 
was amplified and split as shown in Fig. 2. One signal path entered a 102-1 channel 
pulse height analyzer (a LeCrcy 3001 qVt). the output of which went directly to 
an on-line x-y display as well as (via appropriate interfaces) to a Macintosh SE 
computer. 

The computer, under the control of a LabVTEW program, scanned the Nal 
crystals every 30 s and checked whether the 511 region significantly exceeded back
ground, which was ~ 7K counts/30 s. If so. then the 30 s spec* rum of thai crystal 
was flagged, and that 30 s spectrum of each crystal was stored for subsequent anal
ysis. Integrated spectra for the entire run (one for each crystal) were also stored 
at the end of each run. The run duration was optional, varying from less than an 
hour to several days, depending upon the weather and other activities. 

The signal along the other path was amplified and fed lo a T120/N discrimina
tor; it then went through a low pass filter (~ 0.05 s time constant) to a 3-pen chart 
recorder. The amplifier gain and the discriminator output pulse width were ad
justed so that the discriminator threshold matched theqVt threshold and the trace 
indicated on the chart recorder (a running average dc level) yielded a record of the 
real-time rate of the Nal pulses ore* the qVt threshold. This threshold was equiv-
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alent to about 230 keV gamma energy in the Nal crystals, and the total rate above 
threshold per oVt was about 1500/s. (The general background rate at 32S0 m. 
the iangmoir elevation, was about four times that at the 100 in SLAC elevation.) 
The maximum analyzed gamma energy of the qVt was ~ 1.9 MeY. Higher energy-
gammas, of course, west into the overflow bin, which was also recorded with each 
spectrum. Energy calibration of the NaT detectors was done using the 511 fceV 
and 1275 keV lines of a Na*2 source and the 1.46 MeV line of natural K*° in the 
environment. With these parameters, events such as those seen by AW would 
be unambiguously observed on the chart recorder trace, well above the running 
background.11 

For this experiment Langrauir Laboratory furnished a field mill,1- which was 
set up to measure the atmospheric electric field strength at the surfare of the earth 
about 100 meters from the top bat gamma detectors. The electrical signal from 
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the field mill passed through two signal conditioners to remove lightning induced 
transients, and then was recorded on one of the three pens of the chart recorder. 
as indicated in Fig. 2. 

Langmuir Laboratory also made available the data from its field change meter,1 3 

The sensing element of this device was a disk of 12.5 an dia. mounted under a 
rain shield outside the cupola of the main Langmuir Laboratory building. The 
voltage induced on this disk by the atmospheric electric fields was fed to an ampli
fier for subsequent data processing. Thus, the device was effectively ac coupled to 
the atmospheric electric field, measuring the displacement current associated with 
electromagnetic activity in the atmosphere; the decay constant of this coupling was 
~ 0.03 s. Samples of the output voltage were continuously fed into a shift register 
at a rate of one sample per 0.455 ms. Large changes of the electric field were 
used to develop a trigger causing the transfer of 2000 shift register samples into 
permanent computer storage for subsequent analysis. Hence, the data set recorded 
with each trigger spanned 0.91 s. To be assured that nothing was missed prior to 
the trigger [e.g.. stepped leader activity). 25% of this data set (500 samples) was 
devoted to samples recorded in Ihe shift register just prior to the initialing trigger. 
The remaining 1500 samples were taken following the trigger. Several gain settings 
were available. Triggering times were also recorded to enable time correlation with 
other data. 

In order to monitor the location and character of the lightning discharges. Lang-
Eiuir Laboratory had installed several video cameras, each viewing the KIVA II 
location from a different angle. 1 4 However,, due to the frequent incidence of low 
cloud base at the KIVA, this technique was often ineffective. Some ranging infor
mation was possible through "flash to bang" liming, but it was no) always feasible 
to unambiguously associate specific thunderclaps with an observed lightning dis
charge signal - especially during periods of high thunderstorm activity. 
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III. DATA 

The apparatus was in place over a period of 55 days, and was actually recording 
data for 77% of this time (1012 hours}. (In clear weather, daia were generally not 
taken, except for some background runs; data were generally tafcen a 13 night under 
computer control, but without an operator in the KIVA.) During this 55 days, 
there was a total of 29 storms, where the presence of a storm was defined as a 
foal weather field in excess of 5000 V/m, as registered by the field will. Although 
it «as difficult to obtain exact information {the KIVA had no observation port), 
about five of these storms passed dose enough to the top of South Baldy to have 
had lightning discharges within 1 km of the KIVA. (Fig. 1 indicates that energetic 
positrons tend to range out at ~ 409 m, and we note thai the attenuation lengih 
of a 511 keV photon at an elevation of 3300 m is — 140 m.)' 5 During these storms. 
it is estimated that about a dozen discharges were ivithin -*< 500 m of the top hat 
detectors. ID particular, five of these discharges were cert ifiably1* within 100 m of 
the KIVA. 

In analyzing the data, a candidate event was defined as a Sagged 30 s spectrum 
in at kast one of the crystals.17 The criterion of significance for flagging and saving 
a spectrum was an on-line operator-specified number of standard deviations of 
counts in the 511 keV region above the mean number of background counts. Four 
sigroa was a typical setting for this parameter, which implied an excess count 
number equal to 4^7000 = 335 counts. Thus, all candidates for "fittable lines' 
were recorded for scrutiny.3* As event was defined as a 30 s spectrum with a 
"fittabkT 511 keV line in coincidence with a 4 a rate increase indicated in both of 
the chart recorder traces. Using onlj* the criterion of a finable 511 keV line above 
background (~ 500 counts/30 s) would lead to a detectabifity threshold of ~ 6% 
of the (mean) number of counts/burst {8200} recorded by AW. However, it should 
be kept tn mind that the detector of this experiment had an acceptance solid angle 
of — 8 times* that of Ref. (1). Hence, the apparatus of this experiment has the 
capability to detect signals at a level of — 1% of the mean detected AW* events. 
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Including the requirement of a significant rate increase in the indicated rate on the 
chart recorder as part of the event criterion results in an effective "signal threshold*' 
that is a function of signal duration, requiring a greater number of counts if the 
signal duration is longer than about two seconds.1* For example, a signal burst 
spread out evenly over 4 c (on the order of the observed signal durations of the 
AW events), would need ~ 1050 counts to yield a 4 o augmentation in the chart 
recorder trace, that is, a gamma ray count level of — 13% of the mean event 
count reported by AW.1 (Again, including the larger solid angle of this experiment 
reduces this threshold effectively to •*< 2% of the mean of the AW events. Using 
this stricter criterion (both a fittable line on one 30 s spectrum and two coincident 
argumented chart recorder traces), the data of *!»» experiment yielded no events. 
That«, there was no evidence for any excess 511 keV activity associated with the 
lightning discharge or with thunderstorm activity.30 Thus, for a sample sae of a 
dozen nearby lightning discharges, the AW results remain unconfirmed. 

Radioactive washdawrn 

It was observed that when there was extensive precipitation (> 15 min, say) 
at the KIVA, there was clear evidence of radioactive washdown31: on thr* occa
sions the general background rates hi the counters increased by amounts of up lo 
30%. After the storm passed, this activity decayed away with a time constant of 
— 1 hr. A number of fits to the most prominent line of the washdown radioac-
» vity were made. Typically, for the integrated data of one of these storms, a fit 
of a Gaussian line shape to the most prominent peak yielded a centroid located at 
606.7 ± 6.6 keV with a (standard deviation) width of ^ 35 keV, consistent with 
the Nal resolution. The centroid value and the post storm decay lifetime of this 
radioactivity is consistent with the presence of the 609 keV gamma line of Bi 3". 
The existence of such radioactive washdown is well documented.3* Its presence was 
also observed by AW.1 This data also furnished an additional check on the energy 
calibration of the Nal crystals. 
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Bead Lightning 
During a storm on die evening of August 9,1991, one of the lightning discharges 

was visually observed (by the author and G. Hacker) to evolve into bead lightning. 
The discharge was east of die main laboratory building by an estimated 1 km 
(flash to bang}. Using a topological map, this placed the discharge at a range 
of 2JS km southeast of the Na] detectors at KIVA II. Unfortunately, due to its 
ffMT*1"" this flash was not in the field of view of the video cameras viewing the 
KIVA." While this discharge was dearly evident on the field mill trace, no 511 keV 
signal associated with this discharge was flagged for either of the Nal detectors, 
nor was there any discernible increase in the overall rates as recorded on the chart 
recorder. But it should be kept in mind that 2.5 km is beyond the detection range 
(of even a large burst) of 511 keV gamma rays. However, the Langmuir field change 
meter was taking data at the time, and the observed waveform of thai discharge 
is indnded as Fig. 3. The waveform dearly exhibits a five stroke discharge (Five 
strokes is consistent with the flickering of the flash as observed by the author.) 
spanning about 100 ms followed bj five surges of much longer duration. It is 
likdy that these slow, post-flash surges are associated with a continuing current 
in combination with further electric breakdown in the cloud and may have some 
relevance to the appearance of the bead lightning- Further analysis of this event 
was not carried out, but tins waveform is included here for the sake of general 
interest in the belief that it is the first electric field waveform ever recorded for 
bead lightning. 

IV. SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS 

This experiment searched for gamma ray activity associated with thunderstorm 
activity. In particular, it was designed to confirm the presence of gamma ray bursts 
consistent in energy with the 513 keV fine associated with t*t~ annihilation, as 
reported by Ashby and Whitehead.1 In the course of the data taking, an estimated 
twdve Ijjgbtping discharges took place within a range of 500 ru from ihe gamma 
ray detectors. 
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Figure 3. Bead Gghtnina; waveform. One m i x t itiat this flash i* tempti$ed of f.v* strobe*. 
As described in the text, fine fbortfc of the data in this trace come* prioi to the fiir stroke. 
The upper trace i* the amplified output. The exponential deny after cadi stroke, due to the 
(effective) ae coupling of the amplifier to the atmospheric electric field if clearly in evidence. 
The toner trace is the same date after a computer process called "dedrooptng.* which removes 
the instrumental convolution effects of the ac coupling. 

No evidence for such 511 keV gamma ray bursts was observed at a "signa] 
level" a factor of — 50 below the me&n count level of the events of Asbby and 
Whitehead. Hence, one concludes that the probability of such events must be 
< 1056 per lightning discharge. While this result may seem inconclusive, it does 
at least furnish a proof thai such gamma radiation is nol a common fealiire of the 
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lightning discharge. Unfortunately, the present experiment did not have enough 
nearby lightning discbarges to examine the probability of 5] 1 '*eV gamma events 
At the 2% level (per lightning discharge), which would enable a comparison to the 
neutron data.4 Hence, this result, through negative, is not inconsistent with the 
positive indication of lightning Induced neutron events. To resolve this question, an 
experimental study, preferably in conjunction with neutron detection, of a larger 
data sample would be needed. 
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range at an azimuth o f " TO"; and the fifth appeared (by video observation) 
fo have struck South BaJdy southwest of the top hat at a range < 100 m. 

17. It is possible that an event could occur while one of the qVl's was being 
scanned. In this case, only one of the 30 s stored qVt data sets would 
register an increased gamma ray rate; tbe qVt being scanned is turned off 
during the scanning process. The scan time for a qVl is -<- 3 s, yielding a 
dead time of ~ 10% in each qVt for the 30 s data collecting period. The 
qVt's were scanned one at a time; hence, one qVt was always actively taking 
data. (The data going into both chart recorder traces was always active. 
since these followed a path parallel to the qVt's and hence were independent 
of the state of the qVtY) Also, since the qVt scans were done in direct 
sequence, the data sets in the two qVt's had ~ iW/f overlap in real-time. 
Hence, ii would be likely (but not assured) that a putative (flagged) event 
would appear in both of the 30 5 stored qVt data wis. 

IS. "Finable line" means that tbe signal was large enough «o yield a finable 
511 keV line shape above a 30 s background spectrum. By taking simulated 
511 keV data samples with a Na" source, it was determined that the "min
imum detectable signal" in the form of a finable 511 keV line on lop of a 
30 s background spectrum was on the order of 500 counts. A finable line 
could not be discerned with < 400 counts in the spectral line. When there 
were > 500 counts in the spectral line, fit lability was unambiguous, improv
ing rapidly as the number of counts in the line was increased. Thus, taking 
l<r = y/lQQQ = 84 counts, an excess of 500 counts amounts to a 6 a effect, 
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19. Typically (in order not to be inundated with paper), tbe chart recorder was 
not run at a speed sufficiently high ( > 60 mm/min) to enable a short se
quence of samples to be independenly discerned in the recorder trace. Thus, 
as discussed in the text, requiring a significant bump in the chart recorder 
trace as part of the event criterion tended to raise the event detectability 
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24. The Sash was recorded in the whole sky video camera, Unfortunately the 
resolution of this instrument was inadequate to reveal any information on 
the beading of the discharge. 
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